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The Breed Standard 

 

The breed standard is a Blue Print describing appearance, characteristics and temperament of the 

breed. This enables breeders to cement in the detailed hallmarks, to pass onto future 

generations. 

 

Research shows the whippet breed was recognised by UK Kennel Club in 1891, and the first 

whippet breed standard goes back to 1904. Although no where as detailed as our current 

standards, it was focused on the hallmarks of the breed. The breeders of that era bred selectively, 

not based on colour or looks, but purely for function. 

 

The breed was preserved from most genetic problems plagued by many pure bred dogs. A 

message here for modern day breeders where some breed for colour, and selectively breed for 

cosmetic reasons, and not for workability. 

 

Remember: Just because it is, doesn t mean it should be!  

 





General Appearance 

The GA should convey the major hallmarks of the breed. The UK, Australian and FCI version could 

add to match the American Standard;   

• breed should be of medium size 

• symmetry of outline, with a powerful gait.  

 

The Canadian standard I think could be a tad more descriptive; as no mention of balance;       

elegance or muscular strength.  

 



Temperament 

 

For me I think amiable , friendly and gentle describes a whippet perfectly. And yes they do get 

very excited when being involved with any sporting activities, be it out coursing or even sighting 

the neighbourhood cat.  

 



Head and Skull  

 

This width between the eyes dictates where the eye is set. Sight hounds need all round vision so 

the eyes are set on the outside edge of the skull. If the width is lacking here; the eyes are set with 

a forward view strengthening the width of skull and altering the eye shape to round.  

I do question here why the American / Canadian Standard states Wide between the ears  where 

the current country of origin states; wide between the eyes!  

 



Head and Skull  

 

All have long and lean, with UK, FCI and Australian versions have flat on top tapering to the 

muzzle.  

We must stress that the head qualities are an important hallmark, and defines breed type and 

quality.  

I think the addition in the American standard of the importance of strength to the under jaw is a 

hallmark that shouldn t be overlooked, Also the depth from the top of the head to the bottom 

jaw is imperative in a snap dog giving power, and strength.  

 



Standard - Eyes, Ears, Mouth 



Eyes 

 

Having width between the eyes allows a setting for the correct oval eye shape.  

 

Country of origin currently requires the eye to be oval, bright with an alert expression. No 

mention of colour of the eye in FCI standard; only that the eye should be keeping with the coat 

colour.  

 

* The American Standard requires a dark brown to nearly black in colour.  

This old chestnut has for decades been controversial, and has generated some heated debates 

between the fancy, on other continents.  

Although a dark eye is, I admit, aesthetically pleasing, it has no real function whatsoever!  

 

 



Ears 

 

All standards agree here that the ears should be small, fine and rose shaped. Being the finishing 

touch to the head; and a breed hallmark. A thick, large ear lacking a neat crisp fold should be 

avoided! As are pricked ears!  

 



Mouth  

 

Mostly all standards are on the same page with mouths. The American standard has a 

disqualification for undershot bites. And an allowance for 1/4 inch for overshot bites.  

 

I feel the Set square to the jaw  a very worthy addition  

from FCI UK standard. I wonder if many actually look  

for this in their dogs bite.  

 

Squaring the jaw gives a strength to the snap,  

compared to a rounded off bite of the lower jaw that  

can contribute to a weakness and is often snipey.  

 



Standard – Neck, Forequarters, Body 



Standard – Neck, Forequarters, Body 



Neck  

 

Again most standards have an equal view on the neck. However I feel the American standard 

finishes their description off with no suggestion of throatiness . 

Also widening gracefully into the shoulder and penalising a short thick, or a ewe neck are both 

important additions.  

 

IMO the standard should also read; an extremely long or weak stovepipe neck should be 

avoided.  

 



Forequarters  

 

Although all standards are similar in this area, I feel the American standard superior in explaining 

the front.  

 

The faults included here will deflect from the hallmark of free low reachy front movement.  

 



Body  

The body is one of the breeds primary hallmarks. The deep chest, well ribbing back cutting up 

gently into the loin; sufficient fill in front, smooth topline with arch over the loin, and a well 

placed croup complete the picture of a whippet.  

Topline and underline should be in harmony. The arch over lion completes the shape for the 

breed. It should never be high in rump moving. Many mistake a rump high silhouette moving as 

arch over the loin. The rear should never be higher than the shoulder. The arch is muscular rather 

than skeletal.  

The UK FCI standard asks for a definite tuck up 

 of the belly.  

Again, I think the American standard covers  

this most perfectly!  

 



Standard – Hindquarters, Feet, Tail, 

Gait/Movement 



Standard – Hindquarters, Feet, Tail, 

Gait/Movement 



Hindquarters  

 

I like the UK & FCI where it asks for strong, and broad across the thigh, stifles well bent. 

 

When judging I measure the first and second thigh, wanting equal length in both bones for 
balance.  A weak longer second thigh is detrimental to not only balance, but the powerful thrust 
is compromised!  

 

A short hock tops off a good powerful rear.  

 



Feet  

Nothing is more important to a running hound than the feet.  

An oval foot, resembling half a walnut with arched knuckles and toes well split up ( see photo) are 
the ideal.  

A round foot lacks flexion, and usually goes hand and hand with straight pasterns.  

The American standard states hare foot or a cat foot is acceptable. Whereas I prefer the country 
of origin preferring an oval foot!  

 



Feet 



Tail  

 

All standards are in tune in describing the tail.  

 

A long tail carried low sets off a perfect silhouette.  



Gait/Movement  

The UK and FCI standard mentions that the front foot is thrown forward, low over the ground. I 

prefer this description for front movement as daisy cutting action is what we were led to believe 

to be correct.  

I think all standards agree on the powerful thrust in the rear, overall freedom of action, and true 

coming and going. Anything other than soundness should be strictly penalised.  

 



Gait/Movement  



Standard – Coat, Colour, Size & 

Faults/Disqualifications 



Standard – Coat, Colour, Size & 

Faults/Disqualifications 

 



Coat 

 

I think FCI UK standard is better, stating fine, short close in texture .  

 

The skin too should be fine. A thick fleshy feel to the skin is incorrect as it would not cool down in 

a timely manner after a sprint.  

 



Colour  

 

All standards agree any colour or mixture of colours.  

Colour immaterial  sums it up nicely!  

 



Colour 



Size  

 

It s interesting that the earlier breed standard of 1904 mentioned weight and not size in the 

standard. 9kgs (20lb) is a very small whippet.  

Today, in some instances the weight of a whippet can be up to, or well over 20kgs (44.9lb). 

 

The standards have changed over many decades. Long gone is the original size restriction to a 

easier size to try to adhere to. I say try  here as size is one section of the breed standard that, in 

my opinion, is one we all should strive to keep in check.  

  

That being said, the American fancy have increased the size to 22inches for males, as I gather it 

became increasingly difficult to cap the size at 20   

 

So now in most cases, popping a whippet under our coat today would be almost impossible. 

 

 



Disqualifications 

• Disqualifications ;  

 

• FCI standard does have disqualifications on abnormalities; either physical or behavioral.  

 

• American standard states over or under size by one half inch , is a disqualification.  

• Bite under or over one quarter of inch is a disqualification.  

• As are blue eye/ or eyes.  

• Any coat other than short, close, smooth and firm texture.  

 

• Canadian standard disqualifies an undershot mouth.  

 


